How many prophets have books ?
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1. What is the name of this group of prophets with books?
Oolal Azam
2. List the prophets with their books?
Prophet Dawood Zaboor (Psams)
Prophet Ibrahim Scrolls
Prophet Musa Torah
Prophet Isa Bible
Prophet Mohammad Quran
3. Who is our last Prophet?
Prophet Mohammad
4. Faith without action is 
meaningless 
?
5. What is the Shahada and its significance?
a. The Shahada is a breif statement that summarizes Islams
fundamental belief (the belief in 1 god and the belief in his prophets
(especially the idea that Prophet Muhammad is the last prophet.
b. The shahada must be said in order to become a muslim
6. List the 2 aspects of Islam.
Asool al Deen and Faroo al Deen
7. List the Asool Al Deen and their meanings
Divine Oneness → TAWHID ()ﺗﻮﺣﻴﺪ
Divine Justice → ADL ()ﻋﺪﻝ
Prophethood → NABOOWEH ()ﻧﺒﻮﺓ
Imamah → ()ﺍﻣﺎﻣﺔ
Hereafter → MA’AD ()ﻣﻌﺎﺩ

8. List the Faroo Al Deen and their meanings
Salat → Prayer
Saum → Fasting
Zakat → PoorDue
Khums → Fifth
Haj → Pilgrimage
Jihad → Striving for Islam
Al Amru Bil Ma’ruf → Enjoining to what is good
AlNahiyu unn Al Munkar → Forbidding from what is evil
Tawalee → Love of the Godly ones, Following the way of the Prophet and Ahlul Bayt

Tabarree → Hatred of the evil and wicked ones

9. Who are the Ahlul Bayt?
Prophet Mohammad, Fatimal Al Zahraa,Imam Ali, Imam Hassan, Imam Hussain
10. What is the significance of Salawat?
a. Saying the shahada praises the ahlul bayt
b. It is an act of Tawalee thus is mandatory for muslims
11. Which surah and ayah in the Quran talks about Ahlul Bayt?
Aya tatdheer Surah Ahzab(33) ayah 33
12. Tawheed is the 
Foundation
of Islam
13. What does Tawheed mean?
Tawheed in a basic sense is the belief there is absolutely only one creator
14. List 5 attributes of the creator.
a. the creator is all knowing
b. all powerful
c. is everywere
d. perfect/good
15. Name a surah that describes all the attributes of the creator
Surah Al Iklas (know the meaning of each ayah)
16. List something that shows the awesomeness of the creator's creation..
(choose your own but have a logical reason for it.)

17. What is the equation of tawheed?
 ﻻ ﺇﻟﻪ ﺇﻵ ﺍﷲTHERE IS NO DIETY BUT ALLAH (SWT)

18. Al Adl means:
Divine Justice

19. Allah is “
all Just
”

20. Scope of Divine Justice says no 
injustice and evil
comes from Allah (swt).
21. Why is it just that Allah Judges us?
Because the creator is all knowing and is free from sin, evil, injustice, and
wrongdoing the creator is the only one with the capability of judging people and
actions with true justice and no bias.
22. What are the 5 Parts of Al Adl?
DIRECTIVES (rules) that Allah revealed to the Prophet and were reinforced by the
Imams, the application of the rules that were revealed, judgement on how we
apply these rules, reward for good application of the directives (rules),
punishment for the lack of application of the directives.
23. Whose actions does allah judge us with?
Allah judges our intentions that drive our actions, our actions, and the outcomes
of the actions.We are rewarded and punished based on our actions only.

24. What can we do for allah to forgive us when we sin?
a. we stop doing the sin
b. we do prayer for forgiveness of the sin
c. we we try to fix the harm that was dealt by committing the sin

25. Man is created
Sinless.


26. What would happen if Allah created everyone the same?
Man would not have free will if all people were made the same. By not having the
ability to make a choice in the path we take. We can not have the ability to apply
the directives that allah has given us thus can not be judged and rewarded or
punished. Life would be meaningless.
27. Why do we sin?

Man sins because man chooses to. The creator made all humankind sinless and
we did the actions which allah revealed to the prophets we should not. We sin
because rather than following the righteous path of allah we chose to follow the
path shaydon (the devil).

28. Surah 
Anaam
Ayah 
160 
says that we get 
10 
good deeds for every good
thing we do and lose
1

deed for every bad thing we do.
29. Why was Allah’s guidance sent to man?
ALLAH’S GUIDANCE WAS SENT
TO MAN AS MERCY FROM ALLAH, AS A FAVOR TO MAN TO SHOW
WHICH WAY TO FOLLOW
30. What is the Unseen Register?
IT IS THE BOOK THAT

ALL DEEDS ON THIS

EARTHLY LIFE ARE RECORDED FOR AN INDIVIDUAL, NO MATTER HOW
LARGE OR SMALL IT IS.
31. What is Death?
Death is a transfer from ONE stage of life to another
32. Life After Death (return of Hereafter) refers to what?
All bodies will be
brought back to life again and infused with the the souls once again.

33. What is the time span between death and the Return of the Hereafter?
Barzakh
34. What is the Minor Judgement?
a. The soul will see all the happenings of the earthly life it went through
previously, almost like a movie, and it will have a chance to evaluate
it.
b. After a summary account and judgment, the soul is then subjected to
either a pleasant presence or to a wretched one, depending of
course on the results of the account and judgment.
35. Who are the angels involved in the Minor Judgement? 
Munkar and Nakeer

36. Name some differences between Barzakh and Eternal Life.
Barzakh (Minor Judgment)
■

Soul only

■

In the presence of Munkar and Nakeer

■

See his or her life almost like a movie

■

Judge for himself or herself

■

Be in ecstasy or torment until the Major Day of Judgment

Eternal Life(Major Judgment)
■

Body and Soul

■

Day of Judgment

■

Day of Reckoning (Yawm AlHisaab)

■

Measure of Account (AlMeezan)

■

The Path (AlSiraat)

■

Either Paradise or Hell (AlJannah of AlNaar)

37. What would our existence be without the Hereafter and what is the
Hereafter a consequence of?
Our existence would be meaningless and aimless if there were no Hereafter.
The Hereafter is a consequence of Allah's Adl (Divine Justice).
38. Briefly describe Heaven (Al Jannah)
All deeds will be wieghed based on deeds, actions, beliefs, and intention.There
will be those with happy cheerful faces, for they will have won the prize of prizes,
they will have achieved their aim. These people will receive their measure in their
right hands, they will have been awarded Paradise, the Garden of Bliss, the
Eternal Jannah.
39. Briefly describe Hell (Al Naar)
The people in Nar jahanam will suffer great anguish and dread in their hearts.
They are the ones who will have lost, and they are the ones who had ignored their
Islamic work and duty during their earthly lives and preferred to do what they
wished and pleased. These people will receive their measure in their left hands,
and they will be doomed to the torture of eternal Hell.

40. Yawm al Hisaab (Day of Reckoning) refers to how you see your life in a true
perspective and the measurement of your deeds takes place. What is this
measurement called?
The Day of Reckoning (Yawm AlHisaab) is when every person sees his deeds
exposed in their true perspective. He will see them as they truly are,
objectively, without emotions or exaggeration. Then the measurement will
take place, which is called the Measure of Account (AlMeezan) All the above
is called the MAJOR JUDGMENT.

